
Session 3: Number Theory (Divisibility) - Problem Set

“Mathematics is the queen of sciences, and the theory of
numbers is the queen of mathematics.”

Karl Friedrich Gauss (1777-1855)

1. The sum of six consecutive integers beginning at n is a perfect cube. The smallest
such n is 2. Find the sum of the next two smallest such n’s. SML

A. 679 B. 680 C. 681 D. 682 E. 683

2. When AMATYC is transformed into a 6-digit number by replacing identical letters
with identical digits and different letters with different digits, the result is divisible by 35.
Find the final 2 digits for the least such number. SML

A. 25 B. 35 C. 45 D. 65 E. 75

3. The year 2013 has the property that when its distinct prime factors 3, 11, and 61 are
each reduced by 1 and written in increasing order (that is, 2, 10, 60) each number is a
factor of the next. Find the next year with this property. SML

A. 2014 B. 2015 C. 2016 D. 2017 E. 2018

4. Find the smallest number that uses each of the digits 0-9 exactly once (not starting
with zero) and is divisible by 11 without a remainder.

5. Between 1 and 100 there are five numbers that have exactly twelve factors. What are
the five, and what is the quickest way to find them?



6. Denise, Maria and Sylvia are the daughters of Dr. Cadmon, Dr. Holt, and Dr. Reed,
who are an educator, a dentist and a physician, but not necessarily respectively. Use the
statements below to match the parents to their professions and their daughters:

1. Dr. Holt is not the physician.

2. Dr. Cadmon’s daughter and Maria went swimming with the physician’s daughter.

3. Denise and Maria are the best friends of the dentist’s daughter.

7. Recently, Green Day, the Kings of Leon, and the Black Eyed Peas had concert tours in
the United States. A large group of college students was surveyed, and the following
information was obtained: 381 students saw Black Eyed Peas, 624 saw the Kings of Leon,
712 saw Green Day, 111 saw all three, 513 saw none, 240 saw only Green Day, 377 saw
Green Day and the Kings of Leon, and 117 saw the Kings of Leon and Black Eyed Peas
but not Green Day. What percent of college students surveyed saw at least one of the
bands? What percent of college students saw exactly one of the bands? (Give your answers
to the nearest tenth of a percent.)

Remember as you have time to work on this semester’s game and on any ‘back-burner’
problems. ,

Our next meeting will be Thursday, October 17, 2013


